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iJJ. I a format í u

The transfer of information is probably one of the most

important aspee.« in this type of evenîs for the following

reasons: (i) the institutional function of the university is the

transmission ut knowledge; (ii) we are dealing with a

transactional encounter where the main goal of the participants

is not to establish or maintain a social relationship but to obtain

certain tnformr n which is essential for the development of

the larger task tn which they take part (i.e. the academic

course)1 and (iii) the Information the participants possess and

the way they convey it affect both the face of the participants

and their relationship. Because of tfetse circumstances, the

interest of this 'interactional requirement' is centred around the

ways in which speakers can signal (i) the relevance of certain

uras of information in relation to others, ( i i ) the modality with

which the information is conveyed and the eitent in the

application of the informaron, and (iii) the relationships

existing between the different units of information conveyed.
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A. Focusing of information

In general we could say that it) the structures mentioned in

this section show the common characteristic of bringing certain

information to the focus of the sentence. One of the most

common devices is thr use of pseudo-cleft sentences (Quirk et

o/. 1985: 1387-1389), where the subject is either the pronoun

what or a noun phrase of generic reference, both followed by

the verb to be and the relevant information. The importance of

focusing constructions as contributions ;o the clarity of the

message is seen in the fact that it is usually the Professor, the

participant with the comptes and important information to be

conveyed, the one who uses them.

(46)

P Yeah. You, you know, «tel y»y realty m« late la thai «as,
I» that - »II that staff to iraasferrcd, to
(738-739)

(47)

(P) You k M of tike try to do two paragraphs or
paragraph or each of the styles. - And in a paper like
this, OB« thUg yo« could say Is thai Jou» rccogaiie«
five »tyle* A B C D - E - F - And and don i try (o
replicate Joot .You know, ycu caa'l - discuss each of
loose five Mylcs. (118 123)
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In (4ó) ti« Professor it focusing on the problem of the

decentralization of education in the U.S. In (41) the focus it a

specific strategy to develop a paper.

Another structure which appears in the data as a means to

bring into focus certain information is the relative pronouns

this/thai followed by the verb í» bt conjugated in the present or

past tense and a wh-pronoun (with the exception of who).

(48)

Uh so, there's a whole, you kow you CM attack ¿his from a
variety of ways. - If you look at the mou« graphs or the
ankles oa health lh«i you can glcao ou: of ibc
literature. You'll have to scavenge around. Thai's, wtat
I wait yarn to ¿a is to go fiad stuff. (583-58?)

In (48) the Professor realizes his direction (i.e. "you'll have to

scavenge around") may not have be?n given the necessary

relevance. Thus, he feels it necessary to add immediately the

segment "that's, what i want you to do iV, which is a

combination of the twc focusing structures mentioned so far

("that's what I want you to do" + "what 1 want you to do is").

The two other devices for focusing information are

characterized by the fact that they are not part of the same

clause as the one containing the relevant information. They are

parenthetical phrases or clauses with the cataphoric function of

announcing the relevance of the coming information. One of the

structures includes the cataphoric pronoun Ibis (e.g. why don't

y<m do ibis, this is just priceless, let's tool at this) and .he
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other «at could ht considered a pseudo-directive also poiming,

•t the coming proposition ((yo«) ftt).

(49)

(f ) Su *ow he is retired ia Burocl. Su, aoyway. We wem down

lo sec hio «od, tab b> jttl artecta», yuu kaow, yuu ge«

down there «Ml it's like going iaiu • middle class mig

HiiayUs mirent house m Una. Righl? (44(2-4417)

In (49) the Professor wants to focus the attention of t^e

addressees on the description of the bouse where his Peruvian

friend lives.

Extract (50) is a very useful example to help explain the

focusing function of the expression (you) see since the speaker

in his effort to make the information even more marked (i.e.

exclusive use of pre-recorded sounds as background) he resorts

to two focusing structures ("see"; "that's why").

(50)

M Yeah, One of the bard ihingi you've go* in - deal with is
I be sound levels too. Because you don't have any

S2 Well, that's

SI | Sat, that'« why we'll we'll just me all, you know, -
pre-recorded souadi background ( 1358-1362)

B. Assessing information

The introduction of a certain dose of modality in the

information conveyed is perhaps one of the most common

characteristics present in the data. The goal of this strategy is
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essentially ' to assess the degree of cenair ty of t piece of

information. However, m wm shown in section 6.1 on the

mulíifunctiofcmíi!y of linguistic items, the ultimate goal of this

strategy may have to do with the presentation of self and the

need to diminish the assertivcness of a statement in order to be

accepted.

One important meaning included in modality is subjectivity.

It is mainly marked by the presence of the first person pronoun

(I/we), accompanied by verbs indicating the speaker's epistemic

relationship with that information and conjugated both in the

present and the past tense. The great variety of 'markers of

subjectivity' can be seen in the following Hat: I know, I guess, I

think, I remember, I fige red, I'm sure, I would rather, I hope, I

sHPptet, I say, I und erstand, I tel, I believe, 1 bet, I doubt, I

recall, I confess, I tell, I suggest, I see, I'm afraid.

(51)

51 Oh, who's ibis person in Berkeley about the hold?
F OB, Eiicfanu Várese.
52 I éom'l rcneabcr that we've got hotel re&crvaliua».

(52)

(P) f taiak that would be, laai'd be good to follow up OB. And
thca you would, you would loca have thai comparative
dala. - ubm And 1 1 w»t;M talak that, I mean, around
the umvcmiy pu could find twenty-year olds. (952-956)
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Both in (51) and (12) we have the speaker assessing the

different degrees of uncertainty of the information supplied (i.e.

to have hotel reservations; follow up a Urn of research; find
iwenty-year-old black girls).

Sample (53) shows that it is also possible to communicate

subjective ness in the appréhension of the world by means of

verbs conjugated in the third person (e.g. il SUMS, it looks like,
It sounds).

(53)

S Do you think thai would give me ti : the n - 1 mean, >
P ;uh

> S I'm jusi thinking, - fifty page» jir i soii*ds I« »e like so
much (1638-1640)

The use of modal verbs is another characteristic which

points to the relationship between the participants and the

information supplied. As Quirk ei al. (1985: 219) say, this is

precisely the basic meaning of modality: "the manner in which

the meaning of a clause is qualified so as to reflect the speaker's

judgement of the likelihood of the proposition he expresses

being true". In (54) and (55), then, we have different signals of

the degree of likelihood of the propositions in which modal

verbs appear. The first example involves a deduction (i.e. to be

of Aztec origin> which might, however, be contradicted by

reaiity. The modals "might" and "could" in (55) express

possibility and, thereby, uncertainty for the propositions (i.e.

you ivant to do; you use) to be ultimately true.
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Aod liiilc exprcuiou and, you know. H'Ï very complicated
It MMl be M M AHM - ihiag became I don't do ibey
doa't du ibis io other parit De they do thai to Spain?
(4215-4217)

(55)

(P) What what you really m h Might wanna du i$ sel up a chari
with th with (he different styles' aad ihea thé >

S !Mhm
> P different mirkers tike *fedi what words you co«U use.

(86-8V)

The connection between the two previous ways of marking

modality (parenthetical verb • modal verb) may be seen in the

fact that it is possible to find combinations of the two in

expressions like I can recall, I have to contest, I would

think/say, I must say, etc.

(56)

S Ok Oh, is there any way I caa leave this \>howtng a set of
-Heels\ with you? Because I need to get I've got a class
IB just a few minutes.
Leave it with Be. I'll give it to him
Ok ( ) It's t be observation These \pomung u one of ike
sHeei*\ were very mieniiog I «u»! »ay (2652-7656)

P
S

With the expression "I must say" in (56) the Student modal¡zes

her statement, presenting it as a sincere recognition of a fact

(i.e. "these were very interesting").
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A mtrkcr of modality suggesting the Uad of
epistemic rclttiomhip between the sp«aker and the reality

commented is the use of adverbs functioning at disjoncta,

"expressing an evaluation of what is being said either with

respect to the form of the communication or to its meaning"

(Quirk et at. 1985: 440). The following is a list of the disjunct*

which appear in the data: idtally, of cours«, obviously,

apparently, definitely, possibly, hopefully, indeed, evidently,
surely, perhaps5 .

(57)

(P) «ad see, you know, what - how things «re handled in the
communities and how important they »re. And so, >

S (Mhrn.
> f there there's dozea of books - «mi indeed articles on on

specific topics. (2926-2929)

In (5?) the Professor expresses his degree of conviction about

the existence of "articles on specific topics" by means of the

disjunct "indeed".

Quirk M at. ( 1985: 620-623) distinguish lira main kinds of 'conicni

disjunct*' according to their raeining: (i) degree of truth (e.g.

undeniably, «¿ybe); (i i) value judgement (e g. rightly, obviously).
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a second f ro«p of espressiomv-inctoded M pan of

this strategy, whose function is that of assessing a statement

from the point of view of the degree to which it can be

considered as the only possible reality or as one of the possible

realities. The best way to snow bow the strategy works is by

means of an example taken from the data, (58), and see how the

meaning of the utterance is affected by the application of the
strategy.

(5»)

\Tht student ts making t phone cau from iHc tcuiHrr'* t>ffice\
P I don'l kouw what. Say, J«*l say
S I tried (h) to (to) call (h) you J (42-43)

In (58) we have a repair by the Professor in which he adds a

modifier to the directive say. The function of this modifier is

that of reinforcing the original meaning conveyed by the

exclusive use of the verb 'you needn't say anything else'. If

instead of "just say" the Professor had chosen to use "say, for

example," the meaning would be different: 'what I suggest that

you say to them is only one of several possibilities'. What we

have here, then, is an assessment of the universality of the

statement by means of a modifier inserted in the utterance.

All the expressions belonging to this second group have an

adverbial nature, that is to say their function is to modify the

semantic extent of the verb or mention the circumstances in

which the proposition is valid. Where» most of them are
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interned to suggest tint there is more th*n one possible reality

(111«. partjv/pMrt/ptnially, w c*ttr*l/|*Mr»ily, sspttMly,

hu.ically, lrtf> s*y. «fMBtially, $«y, for tastaum» Mil·ly, «i

least, as a ftMral rate, atully, I® § MUt, If «•%, for

txaotpl«), % few expressions reinforce the universal application
of the statement (jtst, ta fact, actmliy)6.

(59)

AMÍ thai book thai thai SuzaaBa shoved you is ibc -
all Andean - aod dct .̂n't iovohc uo ah it

i'l involve coastal - or urban -¿euiagv Sasf if you
weeks to ciplorc thai you iuvc 10 get ¡oto some

of tfv. coaiia' ¡¿¡eraturc. (637-640)
(60)

P I locan it's the whole thing ia California. It's ihe image
making business, i doubt whether Reagan could I« bet
haw been elected ia any other slate. (3742-3744)

In (59) the particle "essentially" serves the Professor to slightly

reduce the semantic extent of the statement "the book is all

Andean". In the same way, "say" preceding the clause "if you do

two weeks to explore that" indicates that the number of weeks

mentioned by the Professor is not an unquestionable reality but

only a hypothetical one. In (60) "in fact" contributes to

reinforcing the impression of reality of the affirmation "have

In Ouirk w al, ( I9«5: 5-%-él2) all these items *re classified as

sutyanctï, because they haw, lo a greater or lesser degree, a

subordinate rote in comparison with other clause elcmeais" .
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been elected", tfet utterance «I doubt whether Reagan «mW ja

ft« I«« been elected in any other state' suggests thai he could

¡«ve been a «rtdidate but was not elected.

C fiSigMMng logical relationships

This is one of the areas where the linguistic description at

the level of the semence can be integrated into a mors

comprehensive description of discourse. The particles studied as

pan of this aspect fall mainly under the grammatical category of

conjunct* (Quirk et al. 1985), adverbials which are not part of

the closely interrelated clause elements such as Subject,

Complement or Object, and which have a semantic role of

"conjoining independent units rather that: one of contributing

another facet of information to a single integrated unit" (Quirk

et at. 1985: 631). Apart from this connective function in

iBonological texts, the interest of she items studied lies in the

fact that they at-e used to connect responses in dialogue

indicating "the direction of transition between what has just

been said and what u» aoout to be said* (Quirk et at. 1985: 1469).

The connectors included in this section must fulfill the

following requirements; (i) they have a literal (logical) meaning

as connectors, (ii) they can appear in monological texts

connecting '!:e clauses of m utterance, and (iii) they can link

the content of different turns of speech, either by the same
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participant M fcf different ones. These conditions automatically

exclude, M te «K hand, connectors lite that, wiaihtr, dth*r~

or, which OM only niuction at the level of the sentence, and, OB

tne otter haad, connectors lite 1 mmm, mU... (see Schiffrin

1987), which lack a logical meaning having to do with

connectivity.

A possible functional classification of ¡he connectors which

appear in {he data could he as follows:

- Result/inference: so, which mtaas that, the», so that,

tktrefoit, that way.

- Cause/warrant/moiive: because.

- Sequence: (and)then.

- Additive: and, also, too. More than that, in addition to, which,

es well as.

- Concession: still, except (thai), aiywa), nay how, after all.

- Contrast: Nit, whereas, otbtrwis« ( 4- condition).

The next two extrae», exemplify the us« of these

connectors.

(61)

51 Ok. Should I lura this in a*d Ike fourth paper* Or do von
wan me 10 mra is ike ikM paper? ( ..)

52 IÍ . )

f | N« 1 doa l care. I
juM MHJ by ibe lime í be fourth paper n am I should have all
cverythiag |̂ Mfter|

SI | Ye** Ok Yeta, TbâC i

L_
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S2

°« »d*e date, a paper due date
Mte,
No« in bclwecB.

I
SI
I

-Afc

. - 1 just wanted to tu» it m with the fite,
»•Ins you w.nn. ( ........ ) - if I pt it done - ( i
(I425-I437) ...... ;

We can see in (61) how the logical connector "because" is

separated from the utterance it connects (Le "Should I turn this

in and the fourth paper? Or do you want me to turn in the

fourth paper?") by a series of turns and a short pause.

Nonetheless, it succeeds in introducto; a justification for the

question uttered at the begining of the extract. The same

happens with "so" in (62) connecting tl* content of the the two

turns ly the Student in a relationship of result/consequence.

(62)

f So, you re all clear now or not?

lAIno, yeah. Nobody came until, ¡mo
tow», to sec her until two weeks »fccr ,!„,, | fell M ̂
know, because I was the oaly person i* town and she was in
the hospital »id she's so disoriented

f aaaah

S And«*, my aunt came down two days ago and she's staying
with her at her house. So I don't haw to worry about
BO*. But I was real far behind in school, aayway
(27%.?J04)
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

*.. Focitsiagoi
•ibrmiuioe

L Assessing
nfornuiiion

Signalling logical
eUtkmships

A.0.1. Pseudo-cleft

A.U.2.I/UÍ/6.» + eop«h
wb-prooouB

A.0.3.C«laphortcrt«

\ti 4. (you) see

B.I. Epi&icmic relationship 8.1.1. Parenthetical verb« (/In
.¡suggest)

B i 2. Modalverbs

B.I .3. Disjunct s (itia//y,

B.2 ApplH4tbiJiiy

C 1 Rcsult/infcrcDcc

B.2.1 Subjuocts (usuiufy,
espeaalfy)

C . I . I . so, then, so that, which

means that, iherefon, thai way

C.2. Caiue/warranLOkUive €.2.1 because

C.3. Sequence

C.4. Addition C.4.1. and, also, too, mon then

C.5. Cooctuioo

weuas

C.5.1 «i/4 except thM, anyway
anyhow, after ail

C .6.1. ¿HO. otherwise
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13.4. Gttl

TB* achievement of • scries of goals i¿ the ultimate

justification for this typ! of speech event. All 'he interactions

studied are characterized by the students' pursuit of very specific

goals which will allow them to obtain certain academic and

social benefits.

Because of its clear institutional and transaction! nature,

the type of encounter studied is subject to a series of constraints

born out of the fact that it is usually a ritualized interaction with

consequences in the social situation outside the interaction

itself. These two aspects, the ritual and the outcomes of the

interaction, are studied as part of the 'interactional

requirement' libelled as Goal.

In the first place, we have al! those actions the aim of

which is to keep up with the rules of the interactive ritual. Each

participant knows that he/she has a pre-established role to play,

and that this role involves the realization of a series of actions,

verbal and non-verbal: greet, thank, give permission to sit, etc.

Secondly, there are all those actions which refer directly to the

transaction which is being negotiated.
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lo the type of semi-institutionalized encounters we are

analyzing is* observance of certain interactional rules is

essential in order to achieve the intended outcome. This is why

it has been deemed necessary to include as part of the Goal

'requirement* all those ritual actions which tend to appear ai the

initial and closing stages of the encounter, framing it as a

specific part of the life of an institution.

Because of their regular presence at the beginning of the

encounter we could say that the Student's introduction of

his/her goals as well as the Professor's requests towards the end

of the conversation to introduce jny other goals are in

themselves essential parts of the interactive ritual.

Apart from the previous two, there are also other actions

that seem to play an important role in the development of the

encounter. One of these actions is the student's

dcknowiedgement of the impositive action that the encounter

supposes for the Professor. The linguistic realization of this

action takes the form of apologies (sorry to uh take up >o>ur

liaic), requests (do you bav« a niaute?) and expressions of
gratefulness.

An even stronger regularity than the previous one is the

tendency of 'he participants »o commit themselves to some

immediate future action towards 'he end of the encounter. The

-268-
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roost tt>nunoa examples of t his type «f action involve two types

of speech acts: directives for future actions (uttered by the

professor) and promises/commhments for Altura actions. Next

below, (63) »fid (64) are two examples of the contributions

through which one of the participants commits himself/herself

or the others to some future action directly related to the

subject of the interaction.

(63)

P Ok :hto L« M kMV. J*tt Mfc* •{. jomt bt4feU (530)

(64)

S Wei! !1I scf yo« M M*B4ay, though. (2806)

The encounters are usually closed with an exchange of ok

or alright (or both) usually initiated by the studetu, indicating

that boih parnés are satisfied with the outcome of the

conversation. The Student's closing token ok is almost always

accompanied by an expression of gratefulness. Extract (65) may

be considered as a fairly complete example of the different steps

involved in closing an encounter7 : ( i) the first "oí" by the

Student is interpreted as a possible pre-closing by the Professor;

(li) the Professor invites the Student to confirm his

interpretation of (be possible pre-closing by means of "ok?"; (iii)

7 See Sci^glüff tBd Sad» (1973).
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the confirms the ciotinj by making a future

»rrtngenaent; (iv) the Professor accepts the future arrangement

Cok"* <v) the State«'! «ti««* you* ¿inlays his recognition of

the unequal type of encounter which ii being closed; (vi) the

Professor accepts the student's recognition.

(65)

F And that bonk iba! Suzaaoa thawed you k i he - essentially
ail Andean - and doesn't involve uh uh it wouldn't
involve coa&ta! - or urb«Q ictlinf>. Say, if you do wo
wetk* to explore thai you »ave to get into soné of the
coastal literal «re

S Ok.
P (Ä?

S Ok-AtHshL I thlak iril w»rk pre«y »HI. Yeah.
\\knockionitiedoor]

P Ok.
S HiMk».
P Ywk. (637-647)

ft Focusing on ike transaction

Apart from the one-word token* ok and a I right, the use of

which is associated with the acceptance of a goal, one of the first

thinp oti« notices in analyzing this type of transactiona!

encounters is that ail of them ar», characterized in the very

initial sitges, by the explicit introduction of the goal with which

the Student approaches the encounter. The usual structure in

which the conversation Is initiated is a Student's statement of

his/her need, hedged with certain non-imposi uve particle» like
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the mi of past tense (1 waattd), parenthetical verbs (i mis

IhikkiBi; I mis coMWtríEf) or dowmoners (í want «4 • littk Mi

•fore to know; I Jsst üb wtatcd to let you know).

The importance of aa explicit recognition of the primarily

transaciionai function of the encounter was also p^'ated out in

the previous section, in trying to explain the p^e^nce of an

expression of gratefulness as part of the typical closing

sequence. The relevance of this function is also corro' orated by

the fact that whenever the Student does not accomplish this task

in the initial stages of the interaction, the Professor can request

him/her to state the purpose of the encounter (what ei« l do for

you?; what's up?) or (in the event that he anticipates the

student's goal) question him/her directly on the go»1 (got that

thing?; what have >ou dont in your paper so far?).

Requests for the Student to puc torward his/her ' jal in the

encounter tend to reappear at stages u he re the protessor

considers that he/she has given enough informant .1 to the

student to uccornplisn his/her goal (ok?; what else -**B I do to

kelp?). These utterances give the Student an oppo1 .unity to

introduce other goals he/h he may have in his/her age no«. At this

point the student can choose between introducing a new goal, as

in (66), where he introduces the goal of obtain ng a video

camera for the project, or closing the event, as in (67).
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P Ok. Wha* efe« caá 14« U b*l»?
S I gucu wc «coi Ike ca«*.ra for Friday. (1404-1405)

(67)

(P) »k?
S Ok. Good inougb. Thank you. Th« should pi »e started.

(2091-2092)

The fact that goals are usually presented at the very

beginning of the conversation does not necessarily mean that

explicit references to them disappear from the rest of it. The

difference between goals presented in the initial stages of the

conversation and goals presented in the middle is that in the

latter case they are presented as questions rather than

statements. The explanation for this might be found in the

rigidity of the ritual which has a clear time-space for the

introduction/announcement of goals at the beginning of it. Thus,

any other goal which has not been announced at the beginning

(or simply the reintroduction of one which has already been

dealt with) must be 'disguised' as a question.

(68)

S §*, as far «• tkit clau is coaeeracd «** ww*U tajr ikat as
M bciaa. M ai» *fc.

P Ok topic Yeak. (1991-1993)
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Ok.OMil*«r*»«yw*yl<-MlMW tfcUwltliy»«? r.652)

(3518)

The Student's goal in (68) is to obtain the Professor's clear

acceptance of a topic fur a paper. In (69) the Student wants the

Professor to give her class assignment to the Teaching Assistant

in charge of the group in which the Student is included. Finally,

in (70) the Student's aim is to be able to go into the Professor's

office outside the regular class-period

The Professor's references to goa's, apart from requests to

»he Student to present them, usually take the form of directives,

and they are also hedged with non-impositive particles. Extract

(71) shows the amount of 'face-saving work* that the professor

uses to preface the presentation of alternative goals to that of

the student. The Professor's goal is to convince the Student to

complete her honours programme.

(71)

(?) Lei «e Mifpsi som thing* «ad MT b*w Ifctf •*•«& -
Aai mua Et'», Me MÍ l ¿M'Ï WMM talk you IBM
BMMtMaf tut ?••-)*• a«B*t VMM I* d*. - Bui I also
wtana wlvagc \tau#ilcr} if (h) we ( b ) ca* (1SS4-1SS?)
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Extract (72) b another example showing fe*» ;îie Professor

responds lo s question by the Student concerning on« of his

I, its (Li. suhjeci and organization of the paper). Again, the

professor is using non-impositive expressions like "well", "I

think* and "kind of prefacing the directive.

(72)

S What »hMM M Als ÍMe¿«tl*Ml »i«fe? Wh«l would

I Well. I tki«k you have to «gaiia lu du kiad of an
cxpluralory explorai ion of the li l traiurc (2(121-2024)
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GOAL

STRATEGIES SUBSTRATBGIES

Focusing on the
ransaction

Attending to the ritual A. 1. Presentation of goal A.1.1. Verbofintentiot/lnteroal
(opeaing phase) sute in the pas: tense and 1st

penan (I waited)

A.2. Acknowledgement of A.2.1. Apology (jor?>> u> ¿a** up

mimi*?); expression of
gratefulness in the closing phase
(thanks, lhatkyou)

A.3. Qosing

A.4. Future arrangements A.4.1. Irnpenitivc mood;
(ciosing phase) tense (l'Oiseyou on Mtmesy)

B.I. Acceptance of goal B.I.I. One-word token

B.2.L(SoeA.lJ)
B.2. Presentation of ^oaJ

B.3. ! . Question (H-/UW can lea for
B.3. Request for goal you?, \ta that thinc?)

B.4. Directions
B 4,1. Imperative mood

8.4.1 Non-unposing expression
(see Irapowrion, strategy A)

B J, Request» tot direction d.5.1 Quesuon

0.6. Future arrangemeau B.6.1. (see/.l¡.)



tte AMerkaa e*xMJtt«rr

44.

The phenomena included »oder snategic competence have

to do with t.le solutions the participants preserví to »olve

communkstioa problems c»usedv in í he first pitee, by their

luniwcJ capacuy to produce and process nr»cs3agcs. The second

¡ype of prolïícnis is originated in t'ie naiyre of language i/sfilf, a

sysiem which 5^ in need of som«; 'auxiliary devices' (buih verbal

and nun-verhal) to fuífiü as accurately as possible all the

commun.ifiitivc intentions of its users. As in the previous

sections^ the preseoi analysis will be limited to those linguistic

that speakers

6.1.1. Humai? Conslrainî

The type oi prûblems related to tn¿ human bemg s limited

capacity to produce and process information can be divided into

three main groups according to the viriety of verbal solutions

found ió our data. In ibe fi.it f/isce w, hive aií ífcou repiirs for

lack o' precise information. Here the solutions m " .ti fall into

rive main groups, (í) substitute generic word; (ii) modifying

expresión lodicatiflg «ce inclusion of other possibilities no»

mentioned; am (ni) expression acknmvledgi¡i| îhr lack of

precie inform«. tun; (iv) request for repair; and (v) rcpaii. In
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in** second pitee, it is necessary to consider the way in which the

spesker v >pes with the time pressure (i.e. the need to p-oducc

and process messages without stopping the verbal activity).

A. Compensating for problems in information transfer

In the English interactions analyzed, problems in the

process of transfer of information may be caused by two

different circumstances, in the first place, the speaker may lack

the precise information he/she is expected to convey, in the

second place, there migh« appear problems related with

understanding or simply acoustically capturing the information

supplied during the communicative activity

One of the possible options available to the speaker when

he/she lacki the precise information requ«rc-d (or when he/she

simply does no! feel necessary/appropriate to supply it!) is to use

a substitute general ¡terp like iöing or liufí Ahei these two

• ords, the next preferred substituting ¡tern» are some-pronouns

(something, somebody), wh-ever pronoun/adjective, and the

indefinite adjective some. A more informal and nuch less

frequent solution is the expressions bis ble bla or so so so

.377.
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Amr'yùt «i* Üt Africa*

P Oh, M«uh«4y Ai's got agriculture and »«»«boëy eb* k
doing work organization And that «««Id overlap
inevitably >

S l H m
> f with (the tfel·l on) irrigation. Irrigation is very important

S
> P in the Andes, and (all the the) problem of water

management »tuff i i i is really critical But I think
probably it would be, would overlap too much with

of these other tbtep, (2900-290?)

The substitute words in (73) are "somebody", "thing", "stuff and

"things". The pronoun "somebody" substitutes the name of a

student, and "thing", "stuff and "things" refer to areas of inquiry.

Substitute", like "stuff and "things" give the Professor the

opportunity ot introducing the consideration of potential topics

(i.e. different aspects of water management; different areas of

inquiry) without having to mention them explicitly.

The second strategy to make up for the lack of precise

information is that of attempting in approximation to the

precise information, although never abandoning the suggestion

that it is not information which can be taken literally. This is

done by means of adding certain expressions hinting at the

imprecise or incomplete nuture of the information supplied. The

structure that appears most frequently is that in which the

modifying expression consists of a coordinated phrase

introduced by or or aod.
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Most of these nMxlifying coordinated expressions include

OM of those general items included in the first substrategy (e.g.

thiag, stuff, soMt-proaoun). Examples of expressions introduced

by or are: or soaBethiaf/aaylaiaf/soaicwacrc (like thai), or so,

or tais sort of thiag. Hie following expressions are all

introduced by and: aad (all thai) stufT, aad all, aad tverythiaf,

aid things Ilka that, aad all that sort of thing, aad a lot of staff

like this, and all that kind of stuff, aad things, aad so (aad to),

and so forth and so oa.

(74)

P | We just finally, I hadn't beard anything ull we jutl called
down two days ago. Reservation BJMÍ stuff ( ,..)

51 |Ok. So, what hotel is U goon*
beat?

52 §*BctMa| de bt Angeks.
P Yeah Misión de l«» Angeles, or MawtfeiBf like thai,

(462-467)

In (74) "and stuff serves the Professor tu make his utterance

include all the other aspects involved in organizing a trip;

''something" and "or something like that" are substitutes for the

real name of the hotel at which the conference is to take place,

However, as (75) shows, it is possible to find a coordinated

expression which consists of a precise second option,

(75)

P I Aad »o, »ny*-ay He migrated to tht Sijics jbout seventy:
two or M, or «cvefty three, and started wording a» a
janitor to a Social Security building in Brooklyn
(4344-4346)
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He interest of (IS) lies in the fact that the speaker fint chose a

mock more general expression for so") awl then he decided to

reduce in potential for inclusiveness by adding a specific year

("or seventy-three")

Some of the expressions that were mentioned as markers of

modality can also be included here as markers of

'approximation'. I an referring to parenthetical verbs like 1

thiak, 1 g«*ts and adverbs like probably aid maybe . The close

relationship between the items in this second group and those in

the first (i.e. coordination by means of and or or) can be seen

on those occasions where items from both groups co-occur, as in

(76).
P la demographic terms you re dealing wiih the dependents.

People wbo are BO«-productive in effect. Asd in, «4th
Icidi Ibis §nes up la, say, t be «ge of eight or mec
probabl) And with the older people'this prohaM?
starts after what whatever (be a§c of iixtv «r sixty five
a*d up (204e-2U51)

The uncertainty with which the information is conveyed in (76)

is indicated by the coordinations "eight or nine" and "sixty or

sixty-five". This impression is reinforced by the almost

contiguous repetition of the adverb "probably" and the generic

substitute pronoun "whatever*.

One last group uf items which is used to ndica'c

approximation rather than precise information consists of

prepositions like about, around, sonewhert between... and....
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and like.

(Î7)

11 «s re«üy b«»y ux>. 1 didn't kauw» bul 1 cao« tere I
Ilk« « week afu Muad«y, you kwv, yuw ««re gone, und
i - n ! iHiow Itjieà, And you'vr beca i« and out I gucM.
Aka UB« »od ay gratdmuikcr feel «nd brake ter kip,
you know. (278t-278V)

In (77) ig »HI we bave a case of co-occurrence of items which

have been introduced as part of different groups indicating

imprecise information: a parenthetical verb ("I guess") and a

preposition ("like").

The *ird substrategy used in cases of lack of precise

information is simply to acknowledge the inability to produce

the information required. This can be done in an explicit way by

means of a statement referring to the reason for the breakdown

in commun*cation (e.g I don't kaow, I don't/can't remember, I

forget), or in an implicit way by asking a question about the

missing imormation.

Both < ̂ ssibiiities are exemplified in (78), where the

Professor's utterance is interrupted twice due to breakdowns in

communication caused by his temporary incapacity to recall

certain information. In the first instance ("was it Miller Light or

something?") we have a request for confirmation addressed to

the Stutkm, which she tries 'o fulfill with "uhu:". In the second

instance (i.e. "I can't remember which guy it is") the breakdown

is acknowledged by mentioning the speaker'«, incapacity to recall
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the information.

(78)

P Have you ever teca these beer «is thai they do in uh - for
uh vat It Miller Light «r tMMthla«? And they have
the >

S |uhu:
> f football player» cone on and talk to each other and stuff

You know, they have these different things, «ad then
this one (there's) this Meiican ho»cr, aad the American
football players sitting down, says ay uh: you know I
eaat rtaMatber which guy It is one of these great big
linesman type. (4147-4154)

A fourth substrategy connected with the speaker's intent tu

avoid breakdowns in communication involves actions showing

that the process of transfer of information is undergoing some

problems. Although in principle one could think that the most

explicit way of showing lack of understanding could be simply to

state it (e.g. I don't understand), this is never the case in our

data. This might be because of the danger of this action being

understood as showing unwillingness to cooperate in the

construction of meaning. Thus all the expressions that can be

classified as requests for repair take the form of questions on

the intended meaning of one of the participants. The most

cooperative way of carrying out this task seems to be

hypothesizing on the possible meaning (e.g. (do) yo« mean ...?).

A second possibility is a direct question on the meaning

intended (e.g. Peruvian Times?, what do/did you mean?, what

dots thai mean?). Extract (79) exemplifies both strategies. The
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Aaaljwoflhe,

Student, faced with the potential misunderstanding, suggests a

possible interpretation ("you mean still bringing in the uh

kinship aspect of if). After the Professor has rejected that

interpretation, the Student, instead of venturing another,

requests directly a further explanation directly ("what did you

mean?")

(79)

( P) And and «ml write • - very focused paper un: - you know,

whether (he stories and s si ruc» eres of the Popuivub

arc still with people today ta a nearby Mayaa -

community

h Von mtmm still brtagiag ia the ub Ua>blp »»pert «f It ?

P No.

S ür»*at¿My*«aMM?(160&-1611)

The speaker responsible for the supply of information may

not need the feedback of 'he receiver to realize that the

information has not been p^perly conveyed/received or that it

may involve some problems in understanding. One possibility is

to supplement the meaning intended with other propositions

introduced by I mean/1 don't mean.

(80)

(P) These are svbstaaiul üidici that bave « lot of
information. So you can kind of go to them a ad H&C

them as a reference. I doa't BM*B read t be whole book

s Man
P I ncaa jail look up Ike (opici and kiad of explore the books

fur informztion about Ike topic (2911-2911)
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The clarification of the message in (M) (i.e. to use monographs

as sources of information) is effected in two stages. In the -first

om, with the expression "I don't mean" the Professor discards

the easiest interpretation, which is to read the whole book. In

the second step, he develops the idea which was first presented

in a rather ambiguous way (i.e. "go to them and use them as a

reference" — > "look up the topics and explore the book for

information about the topic").

On other occasions, rather than supplement previous

information the speaker must correct it. In tbis case the

introductory expressions found in the data are pardon me or a

plain no invalidating the previous information.

(81)
(P) l he thing n t tul he üb - üb \S tete out e ctga.vtte, P

signals 10 S requesting one ]
S Like one?
\P takes a aggitUt ena lights u up]
t Üb «s iba» he uh - when be became president or or.

pardo* BC, governor of California ss thai they ibcy
moved into thai big time in Qtliforaia. (3724-3730)

The breakdown in (el) ("president" instead of "governor") ts

solved by the introduction of the apologizing expression "pardon

me", which is immediately followed h> the correct information.
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B. Maintaining the wbai activity

Silence in conversation is a synonym of inactivity by

Western standards. Inactivity affects the presentation of self in a

negative way because it is interpreted as lack of a defined

personality. Thus, it is perfectly understandable the degree to

which participants in a conversation try to avoid potential

periods of silence caused either by a sudden breakdown in the

process of production (e.g. loss of the une of thought) or by the

need to concentrate momentarily on an activity (menta! or

physical) different from that of sustaining the turn taking

activity (e.g. frying to remember something; looking for an

object).

Extract (82) exemplifies the need to fill out a period of

silence and excuse the iack of interactivity occasioned by the

fact that one of the participants is 'selfishly' concentrating on a

different activity. In the extract below, the Professor L*

searching through a university film catalogue. As we can see, it

is not the regular exchange of turns that has been momentarily

suppressed but the pursuit of the main goal of the encounter

(i.e. to obtain sources of information for a research project).

This is the reason why the Professor feels it necessary to 'excuse'

the delay or lack of activity directly connected with the

fulfillment of the Student's goal.
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S Tke libmry here te to?
P No. Thk k the lite.
S Ob, ihc fite. Oh, ok.
P Mt^hl̂ . Where U tab talaj? I'll n»dll I» • »i«t« but

that would N guod became it I'm sure it'* the exact
kind of (2321*2325)

Short pauses can be filled out with one of the following

vocalisations : uh, vka, a«. The function of these items is

usually to give the speaker some time to articulate his/her

thoughts. However, their frequent presence in turn-initial

position gives them a second function which could be defined as

turn-starters. Their role could be compared 10 that of items like

well, now, but, and, etc. which Sacks et al. (1974: 719) call

oppositionaL because they "satisfy the constraints of beginning

(...) without revealing much about the constructional features of

the sentence thus begun, i.e. without requiring that the speaker

has a plan in hand as a condition for starting". We see, then,

that they are basically floor-holding devices which the speakers

use to keep the turn which they have just been given or to

maintain if for a longer period of time.

Whenever the subject feels the need for a potentially

longer pause the solution adopted is no longer one of the

vocalisations mentioned but a fully articulated utterance

referring more or less explicitly to the kind of activity which is

hindering the smooth development of the interactive activi.7

(e.g. let ae look at it, let's set, I'M trylif to remember POW, I'm
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foing to p«t WMM tel wattr, kt'i m if 1 cm flarf tt, TM §MUM

writ« tklf étnm, i have to look «t My book).

(S3)

(P) I l'd be worth a try. - What was the paper or.?

S UhB il «MM, A IM M Mt «ta« WM II? ~ - Oh, kintkip
tlruct ures ainoog peasant.

P Mhm

S And «h A what M H foc« •• " - l (hink it it was mostly
fucu&ed on as Latin America, since that vm what IK >

f

> b pulled mou of hi» malcria! for tac class oui of.
(1667-1672)

in (83) we see how on two occasions the Student first resorts to

vocalisations as repairs (i.e. "uhm"; "uh") and then, when she

realizes she needs more time to construct the requested message

(i.e. topic of paper she wrote in one of her courses), decides to

use fully articulated repairs (i.e. "let me see what was it"; "what

did it focus on").
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AMlyutoftbeAjKriCM

HUMAN CONSTRAINT

A. Conpcnuiting for
probknsioi
traufer

A.l. Suhuiiutiog ilem

B. Maiotaioing (be verbal
•clivity

A.2. Approximxlton

FEATURES

A. 1.2. jomr-prooouo,
ivA-«wr pronoun

A.2.1. Coordination (or,
and)

A. 2.2. Parenthetic»!
vtrfa/adwert» (I think, maybe

A.2.3. Preposition (about,
Ou)

A3. Acknowledgment A.3.1. Explicit statement (/

A.3.2. Ouestion

A.*. Request for repair A.4.1. Yes/oo question (do

A J. Repair

A. 4.2 Wh-qucstion
Jo vow m«««?)

A..5.1. 1 (don't) mean

A. 5 l. , no

B i Fillers

B.2. Fully articuUit
utterapce referring 10 the
activity interrupting the
coovcr&ati>,)n

B.I.I. VocaliMiion (uA, mm
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This 'interactional requirement' allows us to stuffy ill those

devices which are available to the speaker to increase the

effectiveness of the language system as a means of

communication of all kinds of information, from the most

objective facts to the most subjective feelings or impressions.

One of the first aspects to consider is the use of a variety of

items which are aimed at reinforcing or reducing the literal

meaning of the expression modified. In the second place, there

are all those metaphorical expressions which are part of

ordinary language, and which are used instead of other more

standard and literal expressions because of their increased

effectiveness in conveying an intended meaning. In this second

group, it is also possible to include the different possibilities of

expressing emotional states such as amazement, anger, etc.

A. Adjusting the literal meaning

The first grou-î of modifiers includes all those particles

preceding lexical items (mainly verbs, adjectives and adverbs),

with the function of emphasizing the literal meaning of the

modified item. The two roost frequent particles by far are

rmt/realiy and just (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 447).
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(W)

o« of bed that early in ibc noniag tu get ID heie.
,2605-2606)

Extract (84) shows the Student's efforts to era^hasiie his

inability to get to class on time because of her room-mates.

According to the data analyzed, both particles can modify

verbs, adjectives and adverbs. The adverb just also appears

modifying the pronoun everything. The possible coiubinations

are exemplified in (85).

(85)

- it'» really not enough (133)

- a really good piece (416)

- whoever really studied the (417)

- lie's just really smart (417-418)

- they've junt never teen them (863)

- you just can't be at precise (1262-1263)

- lbey*ve gotten by with just absolutely everything (3703-4)

Apart from really and Just there are four other particles

which appear in the data with a fairly high degree of frequency,

and with the same function of reinforcing the literal meaning of

the expression they modify. These are the adverbs actually,

right, at all and the periphrastic verb do.
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(le)

be dtibbcd ÍMO a.
!«rc:kere'i

SI I ! don't

P f 1 mean, o! her IBM acCMirjr doicg il
SI |( )
î>2 |wcU ( )
> P icthnioi-ly it's UM a problem. ( 1307- J314)

In (86) "at all" reinforces the negative meaning of the verb, and

"actually" directs the addressee's attention to the action referred

by the verb "doing*.

The rest of particles developing this emphasizing function

do not appear with such a regularity and they are mostly

adverbs: absolutely, totally, ever, completely, well, exactly,

trtBeadoajsly, exiremtly, all, incredibly.

The function of the second group of modifiers is the

opposite to that of the first group. In tnis case the particles

inserted are intended to reduce rather than emphasize the

literal meaning of the modified expression. Two of the most

representative examples are the expressions kind of and sort of,

used before verbs, adjectives and adverbs.

(87)

P Aad uh te« »orne whatever you get, tome, you know, clever
way» of gel lias tone new information oa this, aad >

S !mhœ
> P what could make it Mil *f a really aathropologkal Uaé

*f study aad AM just a (. ) (3493*3497)
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Extract (17) has already txen mentioned to exemplify one of the

strategies to diminish imposition. Oat way of doing this is

precisely to question the «act semantic application of the word
modified (i.e. study).

Other expressions restricting the absolute meaning and

which are alto quite frequent ¡n the speech of the participants

are fairly, like, pretty and quit*. With i similar function

although much less frequent we can find the adverbs relatively,

rather, virtually, somehow and the adverbial phrases in a
way/sens«.

B. Appealing to non-literal meaning

Not all the interactions analyzed present the same great

variety of images There is one specific encounter (T9) in which

both participants abandon the academic goals with which the

Student had approached the interaction and adopt a very

informal tone with a non-academic topic (the President of the

U.S.A.). It is important to point out that in this case both

participants used imagery with a much higher frequency t .»a n

previously ir, the lime conversation, when the topic was an

academic one. One possible explanation for this might be that

the use of images depends not on'> on the style of the speaker

but alto on the degree of involvement of the participants in the

situation (cf. Tannen 1984).
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Tb« us« of image: in conversational language b mentioned

by Olle (ltS4; 1099). He temí that the conversational simples

he analyzed showed "a tendency toward concretenes» and
;;?iageability". The function of imagery as facilitator of the act of

communication by means of creating involvement of toe

participants i§ clearly pointed out by Tannen (1989: 135):

A major fora of «minai participai»! ia tease aakiag it creatiag
in&ge«: both by the speaker who describes or suggests ar iasage
in wont» aad tic hearer or reader w*« creates ao image Vine OB
that dfscriptk»* or suggestion. Furthermore, (..,), the power of
image i 10 commuaicate neaaiag aad eatoiiou resides ia their
ab. a/ 10 evoke sceses. laM*%f, like dialogue, evoke scenes, and
undersuodiag b derived froa sceaes because they are composed
of people ia relaiioa to each other, dc^ng things that are
culturally aad penoMilv recogaizabie aad mirABiagful.

The metaphors th?t appear in the encounters analyzed

belong to colloquial language, and they range between some

which are very well known (e.g. till they com« out of yo«r tars,

scared to death, tarn oo, blow, straggle, eats, tat ap liaw) and

some which are very idiosyncratic of the specific person or

socio-cultural context (e.g. poar ovtr, at tat drop of a hat,

scaveigc »rowed, crap, I»OK«> block, boo-boo) Extract (88)

shows the relevance aid effect i venes of imagery. In this case the

participants have become quite involved talking about the

President of the nation.
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W
(P) Heco.U«everhaiíc««fcii¡. NcwYwk.

AadtoflKtaly like Mart« CMM«»*«M*T*»plit Ma
Hüte ptec«*. 1 MCM, |l«f**er| literally. He never

«aa, (3747-3751)

Apart from images, liiere is another group of expressions

of an interactional nature which serve the speaker to express

his/her emotional state. The expressions including the words god

and goodaess (e.g. my goodvess, oh god) are more frequent than

any of the others. There are oth«?r expression^ which are simply

vocalisations/euphemisms for god and Jesus (e.g. gosh, jtei)

whereas others are simply vocalisations (e.g. oh::, ah::, pttthh).

Apart from these two possibilities, there are also fully articulate

utterances like I can't believe this or you nade my ¿ay, which

also express an emotional state.

(89)

n Allas '
f I Yet? - Wbo .s .t ' H. Lioda'

P2 |Hi. (h, I (b, touUK'(k) wi . t . fh)
i'B (b; Mtry

f l |Ofc:b^'-ThaBk(b)you!|/Äf»u^jO*(b)>
P2 | EXCUM (h) «c. \l*u&Hti]
>P1 >w(b)«»4r (bjHy'h^ay ! (1836-Í841)

The emphasized segments in (Sf) are intended to convey the

bapphieia of PI for the present he has received fro« P2 (i.e.

Mexican tortillas).
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CHAPTER VII. ANALYSIS OF TWI CATALAN

ENCOUNTERS

7.0. Introdticlioft

The extension of the analysis of twenty professor-student

encounters in an American university with another five

encounters of the same type in a Catalan university is intended

ic suggest the possibility that the framework offers to approach

the analysis of verbal interaction from a contrasiive point of

view.

Efforts towards describing systematic differences in terms

of strategies and goals that speakers of different languages use

in verbal interaction involve two main shortcomings1. In the

The mot; representative oí ibcsc efforts it the trou-Cukurti Speech

A« Research Project (Bliu,! Kulk«, S. « *., eJ*, 1989), wfcicb ttxmm

M two speech acu (requesit anc! apologies) in cifhi laaguafes w

wrietiet The üri(iaal project partkipaait were S. Bluaa-Kuiia, C.

Fatrcfc, J, Hottsc-EdaMwsoa, G. K«spcr, E OfsUlaia E. Rinteil, J

ThiMMs, E. Wei/nun, N. WoMm^ E, Vc.loU aad H. VoHmer.
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first place, tfcty Mit the Mil of the speech act as tile basis for

contrast, without questioning the specific definitions that

participants in to encounter may make of the sitnaiiou

according tu their socio-cultural background. What this means

in terns of their analysis is that, for example, when testing

subjects on the speech act of apology, they force them to carry

out this ta&k, independently of whether th¿ situation calis for an

apology or not in their particular culture. In the second place,

these studies seem not to take into account an idea proposed by

the ethnomethodoiogists, among others, that meaning is not a

pre-existing reality but something which is progressively and

cooperatively constructed and deconstructed in the course of an

interaction. As Gumperz (1989:1) says:

Interpretation» »re ecologically constrained by coauderaliooa of
sequencing, a»Gverutlba*l management and negotiations of
meaning, and uace sequencing is by its very oat are an interactive
placets, they are cooperatively made and validated

ID order to confront those two problems the present

framework takes is the unit of analysis the speech event instead

of the speech act. The problem of the progressive constructiu

of meaning is tackled by, firstly, working on real interactions

collected in a natural setting instead of laboratory conditions.

Secondly, the strategies that speakers use are neither

functionally nor formally defined a priori as a series of potential

linguistic structures tiiey may use.



7.1. Sociolinguistk competence

7,1.1. PrtstBiatlmi of Self

A Avoiding scrtivcness

Although it is ill the interest of both the Professor and the

Student to present themselves as sure of what they know, they

must always tread carefully on this area not to sound excessively

axiomatic. The more axiomatic a person is in his/her statements

the higher the n¿k of failing to be accurate with the reality.

Therefore it ia in the benefit of one's credibility to avoid this

risk.

This is the wiy to interpret the presence of the question

tag no? in both the Professors and the Student's utterances,

where at the same time that it indicates uncertain knowledge it

contributes to express the required lack of assertiveness. Notice

in (1) that the Student i¿ merely repeating what the Professor

has just said (and, therefore, it is not possible to interpret the

question tag m a marker of uncertain information).

Nevertheless, she still adds the question tag.
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P Al «r otestra lu, si ca veas a veure w cop al iriawtirt i et
pretenies als: tMBsas - i cm fat el treball
currespooeM - per asi, doacs si això ho fas bé - vull Uir
la prava que lacii doacs IC'B suns*

S J*.
P No hi ba problem«. Et?
S O uf ui, ui cap al iriamtre vcatr-lo a veure >

f K )
> S conectar el om va el trcbjl, tol auò. M? >
P ISI( ..)
> S I prescnur-mr • to proveí. (638-650)

Another way of diminishing the assertiveness of one's

discourse is to hedge it with a series of words which mike the

statement or the question less blunt. There is a first group of

expressions by means of which the speaker indicate. „nc?<*t«inty.

It consists of parenthetical verbs like semblar, suposar, verbal

periphrases like i etc* tar (fit) + verb, mirar dt -f verb, MS well

as other expressions with a similar meaning (no ho st, si és

possible, potsir).

(2)

S i Mauna de demanar ipuois de primer BO?
P SI. - Sí. Sí.
S j I anaí repassant,

(.„...)
i O prendre clauca de llatí.

1 1
P M. Ço« que és ilatí vulgar, el Uatí qm et poden donar ar,

és Hat i cià&sic. I: ss M »é RM * ajila puai ei p*t ser
•Mil ónl (54Í-557)



Kf('~

In (2) the Professor wants M comrounicttc to the Student his

scepticism about the usefulness of taking private classes in

Latin. The hedging work is teca clearly if we consider that in

fssence the message intended is no other than "no et serà útil*.

The third type tif hedging involves a group of expressions

which, again, diminish the force of the utterance. However, in

this case n is not a matter of showing uncertainty hut rather

adding an element IK avoid the absolute meaning of the

expression modified. The difference is clear if we compare the

force of the following hypothetical utterance, (a), with the

actual utterance in which the data appeared, (b).

(3)

f ) Mbu Ea va* portar I* b fita ja.1

S (•) No
(») No It* ta ttee *»cmn. N*. (245-24?)

The expression "no la tinc encara .10" in (3) cannot be

considered «ü a justitictfion for not hiving given a personal

identification card to the Professor because both th- Student

and the Professor knew that it is the responsibility of the former

to have it from the very moment she registers for the course.

Therefore, the segment does not restore the face of the Student

by means of justification. The effect of the expression is more in

the direction of making the answer less direct by introducing a

new verb, pretending that the negation "no* is not directed at

the action mentioned by the Professor ("portar") but rather at
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the om mentioned by the Student ("tenir").

The expression tXÉüMMBi can also accompany direct

questions or negations with the aim of reducing their directness.

This is the case of (4), where the Professor seems to want to

disguise his apparently unjustified lack of knowledge about the

Researcher's background (the Professor is a member of the

Board of Advisers of the cultural Institution financing the

Researcher's project, therefore he read about the Researcher's

background previously; he .motions this in the segment

emphasized in italics).

(4)

S |Clar. El que passa, mir? jo •! juay vaig presentar el, bueno
na projecte de. d'investigació de treball ( )

P ¡Ä ASÍ El em pensava
que ei guardava aquí, però resulta que el Me a casa An l'He
estat buscant petó el tinc a casa Em sembla, M, recordo
gut el vatg llegir abans abans et l'esttu

S | Sí. Llavori, bueno, (doncs) no sé com
s'articula lot això No? Es a dir Què hem de fer o COB *

P - ah ií eh exacta***! (u de quina especialitat ets?

B, Explaining and justifying

To explain and justify one's actions is a necessary

requirement for (be subject if he/she is not to be seen as an

arbitrary sort of person whose actions are not the product of

careful thinking. Since ihil is mainly an activity based on speech
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actions, the speaker must on certain occasions explain previous

utterances which may äfftet his/her face.

(S)

P Eh? Es irada de fcr-hi pràctica amb aix.ò Perqué J« sé per
experiencia que és diffc.l d'arribar-hi

S iAI(b)*:r(h)oov«lo'
S Al Mr novato'
P No. N». V*H ëâr eh tothom hi ha pass»! per aquí. Eh?

(10ÍW-IW2)

In (5) we can see the Professor explaining a previous statement

of his, which the Student seems to have interpreted as directly

addressed to him.

Apart from repairing certain message! by offering a,i

explanation, the speaker must also justify the presence or

absence of certain verbal or non-verbal actions.

(6)

(1)

S
s

Eu père eh exemples «s poden variar. Pul canviar la mutera
d'explkar. De %e§»de!> »'hi pol afegir aigua« cota. I h«
4k atoé perqai avui nun c u hi he afegit - eh- alguna
CUM C.1 cl primer bktc coDcrcuineni de Mibre Íes
fuociuos del llengua I SL (12M-1S2)

Ma farem cum hem fel »que&ia vegada. No? V'ill dir que si
I me ülgu« dubte u hi ha alguna cwa que li \ ull
comcnur. imcti i queden. No?
SI. SI. Tu i'apunics HM §¿rk Je, - de tuses que en iulgui>

- Si. í»í bi.
Es f«* ara prtf Mate» covcrcln ao ea tiac. N«?
(78I-?»?)
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In (6) thé Professor proves his general statement that certain

aspects of the course may t« different from one year to the next

by means of a specific example. Extract (?) includes a

justification by the Student for the fact that she is not making

specific questi w on the contents of the course.

r'. Displaying a positive self

The mdivUuai's wants for negative und positive face

depending on perceived dimensions of distance and power are

distributed in ¡me rac'ion by using different strategies The

social self is not something that pre-exists but >omething which

must be constantly constructed and deconstructed in order to

become accepted in a specific social situation. In this section we

will concentrate or those strategies undertaken by the individual

himself/herself to show the positive aspect of his/her public face,

that is to say, "to be thought as normal, contributing member of

his social world" (Scollon and Section 1983: 166).

On the part of the professor we observe 'j tendency to

eiplicitly state his preferences by means of utterances in which

he presents himself as a coherent character. Perhaps the most

explicit linguistic features in this sub-strategy are the presence

u: the first person singular pronoun (jo).
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(8)

PT En principi ei scrvcuen cl, apus * de l'any passat. Ek BO

ubilioi això. j« «cnprc acoavr'to que s'estiguí ca
con 14 L-.c <li)tMC9)

In (8) the Professor is lovising the Studcms to keep m contact

with other student.« who can attend classes regularly.

The self ot *.he Student, in order to be socially accepted,

must bz one which incorporates the idea of academic

seriousness as well as responsibility. Notice in (9) the insistence

(expressed in rour d'fferent turns) of the Student on showing

the consistency of her intention to undertake a future action

recommended jy the Professor (i e. to hand in her personal

identification card us soon as possible),

(9)

PJ hi No Atxo ik dc b fitxa n initrcssa perqué uñó at

perdit ; ) de MM i i hi h* uata gcaí per b utt
h | SI. J« J* j«,

'Jcsprcs dt Njüdl rxrque ^ra venen kt t<ti,<tn€e§ ja ¡

PJ Hn, i»,

vull dir m BO imics dtsnr?r-> de N«dél Pero no esperm al >

S ftití

> PJ nci de mjf s Nu csprns ml mar<, qu«n iurnis à venir >
S No. No. No. No. No tararí ««
>fj Perdue il final haïra pai««C rouli d- K/tin\

tíí Na« al j« It» «wanrtf tole» i Ja ¿»la
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D. Emphasizing modesty

As was said in the analysis of the American encounters, the

task of 'emphasizing one's modesty' is mainly undertaken by the

Studf at and it is directly connected with the Modesty Maxim in

Leech's Politeness Principle which can be expressed as (a)

minimize praise of self, and (b) maximize dispraise of self

(Leech 19§3: 136-138). In the two examples included below we

can see that tWs strategy consists of disclaiming any of the rights

to be taken as (i) a person whose actions are important to others

or as ( i i ) a person whose actions are consistent. Extract (10)

exemplifies this type of strategy showing the Students

diminishing the importance of the encounter. This is achieved

not only by refusing the Professor's invitation to sit down but

also by means of the particle "no" anteposeu to the expression of

the goal, suggesting something like "what we have to say is not
really decisive").

(10)

P Podeu *eure Els qu, pugueu
î»l N*e«l.
S2 Es

wxmg the stueenii to dectde who mil lake a «all
P Digueu
S l N«. Es que vc mm a parlar ̂  j0 ̂ i ,reba!|,
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In (11) the Researcher anticipates a potential negative

presentation of self by stating the leek of consistency in his

academic and professional background.

(11)
P - A h if. Eh: exactament (ú de qtiiaa especialitat ets?

R Bueno. Alté as ••« «leí borrascas. Es a dir. Teòricament

sóc de filosofia, però • l'institut dono classe de

matemàtiques lambe:. Me dedico a la informàtica

profcssionalmcai. Es una barreja de molles coses. No?

(1207-1211)

E. Depersonalizing

The tendency to detach oneself from the actual actions

being commented seems to be very much in accordance with the

need to avoid the impression of presenting an excessively

self-centred image of oneself. In Catalan this can be done by

avoiding the use of the first person singular and using instead

the impersonal et/se or the first and second person in an

impersonal sense. Extract (12) exemplifies the fluctuation

between using this strategy or not. The Student personalizes the

Professor's action ("(vostè) ho donava") and the Professor

answers with an impersonal action ("es donava") followed by a

personal one ("he donat").

(12)

h Auto bu donava a la clause. No?

P Si. Auò tt donava a la ciaste, però • la classe be donat mis

malcría! (315-31?)
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în (13) we eta clearly se« the efforts of the Professor

towards generalizing and depersonalizing a question which the

Student posed in a very specific ?nd personal way, using the first

person plural Centre els del grup hem d'explicar la nostra

recensió als altres"): "s'esta treballant (vs. "esteu treballant");

"un", "Fahre" (vs. "tu"," e»"); "no podem* (vs. "no podeu")

(13)

h Després de: per la recensió ek: posava que s'havia de potar

en comú ek el llibre. Em sembla que «Mr» els del grap

ht« d'explicar la nostra recensió ris altres.

P Sí. Ek això és un dels passos útils perquè, és clar, quan

s'està treballant en grup això «>l dir que •• llegeix uu

llibres, l'altrc en llegeix uns allrjs. L'u a fitxa uns

llibres, I*altr* ea fitxa uns altres. Aleshores, si el treball

és de grup convé que el que liegen •• ko sàpiga Paître

també ü sigui. Que l'altre estigui assabentat de què és

el que está ( } ka estai llegint l'altre company o els

altres Companys del grup. Ei a dir. N« podem anar

treballant individualment i després dunes cada un

escriu ua capítol (1127-1140)
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PRESENTATION OF SELF

STRATEGIES

A. Avüidiog aSKrtñcaess A4. Subjectivity

A.2. Non-factual

meaning

H£GUlAt UNGUISTIC
FEATURES

A. 1.1. Parcatbelkai verb

A.2.1, Oursin« Kg (/TO.')

A.2 !.. Verbal periphrasis
(initniar •*• verb.mwarde 4

verb)

A.2.3. Parcutbclic»! phrase

(no Ao M n és possible, potser)

A.2. ludir ce t ió D

B Explaining and justifying B.I Explaodiion

B 2, Justification

Displaying a pouiive self C.I. Salement of

pertoaality

€.2 Emphasis un
posiiivc aspects

cLiphasi/ing rotxlcMv D.I Mtaimualioa of self

D.2 Dttpraue

E. Dtperiuaalmag

B l \ \-uUdir

B.2 1 (. onncciivc (perqué)

L l 1. Verb in 1st pers sing.

t

E.U 1 Impersonal es se

E.t> 2 lapenooal lu «ml
2nd pcrs
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7.1 J. Social DistMct

A. Appealing to the individual

In this kind of transactions! (vs. interactional) encounters,

where the participants are to behave very much according to

their institutional role, the fact that one of them introduces a

personal topic, considering the addressee as an equal individual

rather han a representative of an institutional role, may be

considered m an effort towards reducing social distance.

(14)

P l No:. Suposo (|U(. després de mirar tol això i >
S | Em preocuparé de >
> P ciJietiçar » fer el treball, te'n sortirin. Mm '
> S l'altre ilihre - clar

S SI. Sí. Suposo que sí. - - Moll bé
P Moll bé. DOBCS born» totes, boa aay.
S Igualment. A ni BO m han començat moll bé però bucn-j.
P I perquè ao l'han començat bé?
S Amb (k) una (k) grip
P Ab bé No. Això pa&sa. Dona. (§61-871)

In (14) we have an example in which the Professur and the

Student, after agreeing to close the encounter (notice the

exchange of "molt be"), become involved in a personal topic (i.e.

the Student's flu) initiated quite involuntarily by the Professor's

leave-taking txpre sion "bones festef ".
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A Breaking f ormolu)'

The introduction of words, expressions and meanings

typical of a more informal situation can be considered another

.strategy to reduce the social distance between the participants in

the interaction. In our data this strategy appears in the form of

vocatives (noia, home), humorous remarks (llevat que t'eaviís

per correu a lu mateixa), or the uttering of a leave-taking

expression typical of speech among equals (venga).

(15)

S Arab (h)una (h) grip'
P Ah bé. Nu aixè passa. Dona
h j Desastroses,
P Això és UB refredat 4'cstar per casa. No. (870-873)

Sample (15) is the continuation of ( 14). We can see the use of a

vocative (in italics) and a deliberate breaking of Leech's Maxim

of Sympathy (1983: 138) to produce a humorous effect (in bold

face). The Professor seems to be discreetly laughing at the

Student's claim that she his just come down with a bad flu.
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C. Sympathizing

This is another srrttegy intended to reduce the social

distance and which is also found as one of the maxims of

Leech's Poiitenesi Principle: the Sympathy Maxim (i.e. (a)

minimize antipathy between self and other, (h) maximize

sympathy between self and other) (Leech 1983: 138-139). It

consists mainly in showing concern about the addressee's

feelings, and this may take the form of either positive feedback,

in which the speaker expresses positive impressions caused by

the addressee, or expressions in which the speaker takes the

addresse's feelings and needs into account thereby showing his

solidarity witH the Student.

(16)

(P) :>i, home Doncs és bo if*c - que tingueu: - MB primer

Harte. (1530-1)

(H)

P Ciar. Si Im I» tnívmil·l • Distintiu *úo. dooo lind r i t»
Mis poMiMIitat». mes facilitais de. de aiBi»ulta -

S |OècJ*r Pcr.upoM |794-7f7)

> F lekfòak« ( . ..)

In (16) thé Professor expresses his punitive feelings towards the

encounter which is aboui to finish. Extract (P) is ;-'su taken

from the last stages of aaother encounter in which the Profrss&r

has informed the Student about the work involved in the course
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for îhose students Ulm terf who cannot attend classes regularly.

D. Denying socio/ distance

One way of reducing the social distance between two

people can be to produce an impression of the existence of a

shared background or communion between the speaker and the

addressee. This strategy is described in Leech ( 1983: 138) as the

product of the Agreement Maxim in the Politeness Principle

((a) minimize disagreement between self and other, (b)

maximize agreement between self and other). This agreement is

something other than the provision of backchannel, and

therefore it does not take the typical backchannel form mhm.

Instead we find sí, ciar, ja. Sometimes the student anticipates

what the i ¿cher is about to say. It is also possible to find an

agreement which does not take any of those typical forms but

which nevertheless shows the degree of synchrony between the

participants.

(18)
P Sí Sí, si. Es cl problem» que tenim ea aqucsia ca»t Que hi

ba molt bidells molí personal de de serve«», però ea >

s U»
> P canvi ens bita perso aal docent
S Sí, •{.
P 1 aixi van le» coses.
S C«* • M arre« HB. - Mm f extensió del treball? (732-73S)
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Efiract (!8) contains three turn by the Student, in which the

expresses her ügreement m a tetera! topic (i.e. lack of teaching

staff and the excess of service staff) which the Professor has

introduced.

The Professor can also deny the existence of social distance

between himself and the Student by suggesting that both

speaker and addressee belong to the same group. This is done by

using the first person plural when commenting actions for which

the Students are wholly responsible.

(19)

P Auto «i juey I -Jcíprés, th. - - Bé. Haurien de fer la
represeatació - ( ...,) Ko batirieai de fer ea (pian)
per la prova final. - Tot i que em poden donar un
casse u e aœb l'assaig «mb guio préparai No9 (495-498)

In ( 19) we can see how this strategy works because in spite of

referring to certain actions with the first person plural it is clear

that there are two different ^ide> in the social situation: on the

one hand the Professor identifies himself with the Students

("haurien de fer la representació) but, un the other hand, he

presents himself as she gatekeeper 2 f [tils] em pod»a donar un

cassette").

Sec Erkk&OB 1976
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£ Prompting interactivity

One very subtle way of reducing social distance in a social

interaction in which, in principle, one of the participants has all

the power and important information and the other is there

mainly to listen and obtain information, is to .lake the

conversation mure interactive. This strategy involves the

insertion of short clues indicating that the construction of the

discourse is a cooperative enterprise, and that even though th«

Professor has most of the information, he depends on the

student's contribution (even if this contribution is limited to

providing backchannel) for the progress in his/her task. Thus, it

is not surprizing to find that the interactive particles included in

this variable are typical of speech among equals, because this is

precisely the impression that the Professor wants to produce on

the student.

The most representative particles with this specific

function take the form of brief uuestions demanding

backchannel. These clues usually appear after completed

statements and their briefness is justified by the fact that they

are intended only to produce the impression of interactivity,

giving the student a chance :o contribute 10 the interaction.

However, it is clear that the professor does not expect a real

interruption of the discourse but rather ih j simple provision of

verbal or visual backchanne!. The instances observed in the
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interaction involve the following particles: tfc?, M?, MB?» ha?

and mimí.

(20)

( P) Es »implement UB* qüestió de comoditat vostra.
S Ja.

P | ta? No és que on pugueu fet la recensió d'un >

S imhm
> P «iire. Naturalment que s'hi pol fer. N«? Però és que Ics

recension*, ea priocipi les hauríeu de fer igualment pel
iretel·l de grup. Eh? (172-179)

In (20) the Professor explains the function of making a series of

book reviews in a group project. Two aspects of the extract are

worth pointing out: (i) the synchrony between the action of

demanding and supplying backchanncl after the first turn; (ii)

the variety of tokens used in order to produce the impression of
interactivity.
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